This paper is a continuation of [S]. The main theme of [S] was the study of a numerical function w --f a(w) on a Coxeter group W which in the case of Weyl groups is closely related to the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of certain modules over the corresponding enveloping algebra. In [S], this function was defined purely in terms of multiplication in the Hecke algebra. Several properties of this function were proved in [S] only for Weyl groups. We shall prove them here for a larger class of Coxeter groups including the afline Weyl groups.
1. DISTINGUISHED INVOLUTIQNS 1.1. We recall some notation from [SJ We fix a eoxeter group ( FV, S) with length function I and we denote by H the corresponding algebra over d = Z[q'/*, q-l/']; here q1i2 is an indeterminate; we shall also write u = -q112, so that zZ=Z[u, U-'3. Besides the standard (TWL W of H we have the basis (FT,),, w, F', = q-ICw)12T~ and the (GJLtW _ of [z] ; we have C, = CyGw (_ l)r(w)kl (Y) q(l/2)(&W) P,,w(q-') T,, where P y,w are certain polynomials.
As in [S, I.41 we have an d-linear map z: H+ SC2 defined by z( Fe) = 1, z(T,)=O for wfe.
e define for any x, y, z E W some elements,f,,,., gX,Y,z, hx,y,z in L$ so t C&y = C hx,y,rG.
It is clear that It follows that
There is a unique algebra antiautomorphism of N such that TX --t TX',-,, for all x; it maps C, -+ C,-,. Applying it to (a) we deduce Let d+ = Z[q"'] = Z [u] . Throughout this paper we shall assume that ( W, S) is crystall~graph~~, see [S, 3.11 , and it satisfies the following property there exists an integer N 2 0 such that uNfx,Y,l E d + for all x, y, z E W, or equivalently, uNhx,Y,z E d + jar all x, y, z E w.
This includes Weyl groups and aftine Weyl groups [S, 7.21; it also includes the case where ss' has infinite order for any s # s' in S in which case one can take N = 1. Let a(z) be the smallest integer such that u~(~)~~,~,~E x2+ for all x, y, z E W. From (d) we see that:
O<a(z)dN for all z E W.
Cd ') For any x, y, z E W, we define yx,Y,z E Z by ~a(z%.y,z -I-yY,,y,,EUd++.
Note that yx,Y,z = ( -l)a(z)~x,y,z where c,,~,= is delined as in [S, 5.11. From (c) and the definition of yx,Y,z we deduce Y x,y,z = Yy-1, x-1, z-1 for all x, y, z E W.
VI
The following result has been proved for finite W in [S, 6.3(f)] and, in general by Springer (unpublished). PROPOSITION 
a(w)<Z(w)for
all WE W.
Proof (Springer). We apply z to both sides of the last equality in 1.1(a). Since z(C,) = (-l)'(z)q(1/2)'(z) P,,(q-') = u@) P,,;(u-*) it follows that the last inclusion being from [4, (5.3.3) ]. According to [S, (3.1.1)], hx,y,z has 20 coefficients as a polynomial in U, u ~ '; the same is true for P,,,(K') by [3] . Hence in the sum (a) there are no cancellations, so that h X,Y, = U~(=)PP,Z(U-2)Ed+ for all x, y, z E W, (b) and, since P,, # 0, h a&Y, 2 u'(=)Ed+.
The proposition follows.
1.3. From the previous proof (1.2(b)) we see also that h x,y,= u'(') ~ 25(z) E & + where 6(z) is the degree of P,, as a polynomial in q. It follows that
for all z E W. (4 We now define a subset 9 c W as follows:
(a) Let de ~3. If x, y E W are such that yx,y,d # 0 then and Yyml,y,d= 1; we have Pe,d= qacd) + lower powers of q and d2 = 1.
(b) pf y E W, then there is a unique de $3 such that Yyml,y,d # 0.
ProoJ: According to [4, (5.3. 3)], (6) the constant term of r(C,C,)Ed+ is 1 if x=y-' and is xfy-". Let X, y, d be as in (a). The left-hand side of 1.2(b) with z = d-' has nonzero constant term, equal to yx,y,drcd where Pe,d= Pe,d-l = ndqbcd) + lower powers of q, (xd E Z), 6(d) = 6(d-'). As we have seen just after 1.2(a), each term in the sum 1.2(a) has constant term 30.
e sum of these constant terms is the constant term of r(C,C,). Thus w It follows that ZE 9*zz-' ~9. Thus (b) is proved. It remains to show that any do 9 satisfies d2 = 1. e can find x,y~ such that Y~,~,~#O. By (a) we have x=yP1 so that ~,-l,,,~fO. Using the associativity of H, we get two expressions for u2"z~(CXCYCZ).
We have h,,,,,# 0 =-d < LR z' * a(~') <u(d) = a, see 1.5(b) and (c).
Hence in (a) the sums can be restricted to z' such that a(~') 6 a and to x' such that a(~') <a. Then zP~~,~,~, E LzZ+, zfhZs,z,dE d+; moreover the last expression has constant term 1 (resp. 0) if z' = z-i (resp. z' #z-l) by 1.4(a) and by our assumption. Hence the left-hand side of (a) is in d+ and has constant term yX,y,Z # 0. Hence the same holds for the right-hand side of (a) (in which the sum is taken over x' such that a(~') 6 a, as we have seen). We have uahy,,,,,~&'++, uahx,xs,d~sZ+; moreover the last expression has constant term 0 if x #x'-'. Hence the right-hand side of (a) has constant term equal on the one hand to yx,y,r and on the other hand to Y~,~~I,~ times the constant term on zfhy,r,x-l.
Since hy,= #O, it follows that yX,.-l,,#O hence Y~,~~I,~= 1 (see 1.4(a)) and yX,Y,Z = constant term of zfhy,z,x-I # 0. It follows that a(~-') 2 a; as we have seen earlier, we have a(x) < a hence a(x) = a(~-') = a, so that the constant term of Unhy,z,x-l is Y~,=,~. It follows that Y%,~,= = Y~,~,~, as required. (b) 9 is a finite set.
Proof. The remarks after (9.10.1) in [S] show that (a) is a consequence of 1.9(b) (which was a conjecture in [5] ). Clearly (b) follows from (a) and 1.10. Note that this proof does not give any information on the number of left cells; indeed, the proof uses Hilbert's theorem that ZIX1, X,,..., X,,] is a noetherian ring.
2.3. Let J be the free abelian group with basis (t,),, w. We define t,. t, = c Yx,y,z tz-i. ZE w (4 This is well defined since yX+ # 0 + hx,y,z-l # 0 3 Z(z) < l(x) + Z(y), see 1.1(c), so that the sum in (a) has only finitely many non-zero terms. We show that (a) defines a ring structure on J. We must only check the associativity property:
CY x,y,zYr-',u,"-l=CYx,w~',"~lYy,u,w, vx, y, 2.4, v E w. (b) z w From 1.9(a) it follows that both sides of (b) are zero unless a(x) = a(y) = a(u) = a(v); hence we may assume that a(x) = a(y) = a(u) = a(v) = a. By the associativity of H expressed in terms of the basis (C,) we have Ch,,,,,h,,.,,=Ch,,,,.h,,,,. (
7. w -if hqy,i. h,,, # 0 then v < LR z 6 LR x, see 1.5(b), hence a 3 a(z) 3 a hence a(z) = a. Hence in the first sum in (c) we may assume a(z) = a; similarly in the second sum in (c) we may assume a(w) = a. Taking the coefficients of ueZa in both sides of (c), we find (b).
The ring J has a unit element C ds 9 t,. (This sum is well defined by 2.2(b).) Let us check that t, Cd t,= t, for XE W'. This is equivalent to t identity which follows from 1.8 and 1.4. The equality (Cd td) t, = t,T is checked in a similar way. Thus J is an associative ring with unit element. Its structure constants Y.~,?,~ are integers 20, by [S, (3.1.1) J.
The map t,r + t,-1 (x E W) defines an anti-automorphism of the r-in (cf. 1.1(f)).
We detine a homomorphism of d-modules 4: M -+ b@ d by
(see 1.1(a)); the last sum is finite by l.l(b') and by the finiteness of 9.
We want to prove that 4 is a homomorphism of algebras. This is equivalent to the identity
The key point in the proof of (b) is the identity Next we show that 4 preserves the unit elements of the two algebras. An equivalent statement is that, for any z E W such that u(z) = a we have where e is the neutral element of W. This is clear since The last sum is convergent since b,, bly tend to zero as E(x) + cc, I(y) + 30 and hx,.",= satisfies 1.1(d). We have 6: + 0 for E(z) -+ CO by l.B(b'). This defines an associative d-algebra structure on S; it has unit element G,.
Let f be the set of formal (possibly infinite) g-linear combinations c it u/ b,v t, where 6, are elements of & such that C, --f 0 for I(X) + co.
We define a product on $:
The last sum is convergent since b,, bb tend to zero as Z(x) -+ co, l(y) --f co and L,~,=-I are integers. We have bz --f 0 for l(z) -+ co; this follows from the fact that Y~,~,~-I # 0 * h,,, #OsZ(z) < Z(x) + Z(y), (see l.l(b')). This defines an associative d-algebra structure on j; it has unit element c e dtB d.
We define 4: 2 --f / exactly as in 2.4(a). 
FINITE CELLS
In this section, (W, S) is as in 2.1; we take R in 2.5 to be @, the complex numbers. Then 2 is a field containing d and we have H c 2 in a natural way. We can assume that b, E 8+ for all x E W and b, has nonzero constant term for some x0 E W. Assume that z( C,,f) = 0 for all x' E W. In particular, z( C,f) = 0, i.e., C, 6, z(C,~C~) = 0. From this equality, we see using 1. We have f,,& = CZ E ,+, aZ CZ where pZ E d tends to zero as l(z) + co (since (&y,,, E 2)). Then, using (c), we have g",y,y' =c p,z(Txcc,) = c j, zP-'(") P,-l,,(u-2). 3 i x<z Since u'(~)-'(~)P~~I,;(~~~)EYO~+ and p, + 0 for Z(z) -+ co, it follows that g.x,y,.v + 0 for I(x) --f co. The theorem is proved.
